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Abstract 

A short description of the Dutch intonation model 1s g1ven, as 

developed by 't Hart and Collier (1975), and its computational im

plementations . Also, observations in natura! F0-curves of ten ltalian 

ut terances are presented . 

On the basis of comparisons between these two sets of intonation 

data, a proposal for an ltalian intonation model is formulated in 

terms of adapted Dutch pitch movements. Starting from the Dutch 

intonation model and making use of a perceptual approach supported 

by suitable software, it is possible to derive a tentative model for Ital

ian intonation. 

By means of comparisons with the original contours and contours 

generated by the intonation model that is currently implemented in 

the Olivetti ltalian text-to-speech system, a perceptual evaluation of 

the proposed model is made . 

Finally, suggestions for further refinements are offered . 
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1. I trod uct· n 

The aim of this report is to develop an elementary intonation model for 

Italian. It is checked whether the Dutch intonation model, as developed at 

IPO by 't Hart and Collier {1975), can also be applied to Italian utterances . 

If not, it is investigated whether the IPO-methodology for intonation anal

ysis can form a tool for developing an intonation model for Italian as wel!. 

This has been proven already for English (De Pijper , 1983) , Russian (Odé, 

1989), and German (Adriaens, to appear). Therefore, it is likely that it 

can also speed up t he development of an Italian model, starting from the 

existing Dutch model. It has already been suggested that there are a lot 

of similarities between Dutch and Italian intonation (see, for instance, the 

remark made by 't Hart in de Pijper , 1983, p. 96). The question is : can 

t y ' ·n onation model for Italian , when we start 

from t he Dutch model and make use of the IPO analysis methodology? 

Indeed , this report does not provide an exhaustive description of Ital

ian intonation. Rather, some comparisons between Dutch and ltalian are 

made, based on only 10 natura! ltalian utterances. On the basis of these 

surface comparisons, some first adaptations to the Dutch model are made 

in order to provide more Italian-sounding utterances . The results are then 

evaluated, by comparing this Dutch-based Ita lian with the original Ital

ian intonation , and the SpeechPlus model (that is currently used in the 

Ol ivetti text-to-speech system). T he la t ter is based on English intonation, 

without modifications. 

2. The Dutch intonation model 

2 .1. nation 

Looking at a natura! F0-curve, one can observe a lot of local perturba

tions , w ·c are due, a o g hers , to m'cr -intona ion effec ts (suc as 
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the influence of consonants on surrounding vowels). lt turns out that a 

lot of t hese local perturbations do not affect the perception of intonation. 

lt is possible to achieve a perceptually identical FO-contour by stylizing 

the original one. A 'stylized' FO-contour consists of a minimum number of 

straight lines, hut remains perceptually identical to the original contour 

(for a more detailed description, see e .g. 't Hart and Collier, 1975). The 

result of this stylization is called a 'close copy' of the original contour. 

On the basis of such close copies it becomes possible to differentiate indi

vidual pitch movements , on the basis of their capacity to lend prominence, 

their position in the syllable, their size, and their difference in direction. 

For Dutch, this has resulted in the following classification ( digits represent 

rises, letters represent falls. Summarized explanation, for more details, see 

't Hart and Collier, 1975): 

(1 ]: accent lending rise, early (in the syllable) 

[ 2 ] : continuation rise, very late 

(3 ]: accent-lending rise, late 

[ 4 ] : gradual rise 

[ 5 ] : extra rise ( above upper declination line) 

[ A ] : accent lending fall, late 

(B ]: non-final fall, early 

[ C J: very late fall ( typically following a [ 3]) 

[D ] : gradual fall 

[E J: half sized fall, accent-lending 

[ 0 ] : low declination 

[ 0 ] : high declination 
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Figure 1: Example of a Dutch pitch contour belonging to the hat pat

tern. All accents are realized as pointed bats , the last two as a flat 

bat. The sentence is: "De burgem 'eester van 'Antwerpen sprak met 

ged'empte st'em" ("The mayor of Antwerp spoke with low voice", 

the accents are in dicated by '). 

A sequence of p itch movements is called a pitch contour. Sorting and 

matching experiments revealed that, on an abstract level, some of these 

contours typically belong to 'separate classes ' , called intonation patterns. 

Each pat tern may reflect a certain speaker 's att itude {like 'neutral-declarative', 

'surprise' , etc.). T he most typical pattern in Dutch is the so-called hat 

pattern. In the hat pattern, pitch accents are realized by [l&A]-sequences 

(because of their stylized visual appearance they are called pointed hats). 

The last two accents are realized as a so-called 'flat hat ' : the penultimate 

accent is realized as a [l ], and the last accent as a [A]. Figure 1 gives an 

example of a contour belonging to the hat pattern . 

2.2. Computational models for synthetic Dutch intonation 

After the relevant pitch movements had been inventorized, it was possible 

to write rules that generate Dutch pit ch contours for synthetic speech . 

We can dis t inguish three different sets of algorithms: 'RNK' (ru les fo r 

intona tion in short Dutch utterances , Zelle, 1982) , which is an algorithm 
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for non-automatic pitch contour generation, and two automatic pitch con

tour genera t ion programs, both implemented in the experimental text-to

speech system that is currently used at IPO (Van Rijnsoever , 1988), viz. 

a standard intonation algorithm and a more lively version. 

R NK : RNK (Zelle, 1982) is a program that generates pitch contours 

with fixed excursion sizes and a fixed declination rate. As input, it 

requires the number of accents , the pattern chosen, and the vowel 

onset frame of a number of relevant syllables. The excursion size 

and endfrequency can be chosen ( default 6 ST and 75 Hz ( or 180 

Hz for a female voice), respectively). The onset of the movements 

is predefined: a pointed hat consists of an accent-lending rise [1] of 

120 ms, starting 70 ms before vowel onset, followed by a flat part of 

30 ms, followed by an accent lending fall [A] of 120 ms. The last two 

accents are (by default ) realized as a flat hat, with a [A] starting 20 

ms. before VO. 

TTS- intonation: The standard intonation algorithm is an implementation 

of the RNK-rules (Van Rijnsoever, 1988). 

The more lively intonation (Terken and Collier, 1989) differs from 

the older version, among other things, with respect to the choice of 

movements, the magnitude of the movements and the slope of the 

declination. As far as the timing of the movements is concerned, the 

lively intonation is very similar to the RNK intonation. This lively 

intonation is the default intonation in the experimental multilingual 

text-to-speech system at IPO (van Rijnsoever, 1988). 

2.3. Relations with syntax: preliminary findings 

Recent experiments (Kruyt 1985, de Zitter 1989, de Zitter and Collier 

1989) have shown some interesting interactions between syntax and in

tonation in Dutch. Kruyt has found that two sentence final accents of 

the Adj-Nomen type (like in 'stupid cows') are realized nearly always as 
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a flat hat. De Zitter has found that there is a relation between the depth 

of a syntact ic boundary and the occurence of two boundary-marking fi

nal pitch movements (viz. [2] and [Bj) . Also, he has found that, if three 

consecutive phrase-final accented words show a strong syntactic cohesion 

(like in 'very st upid cows '), they have a preference for a so-called 'terrace 

contour' : a [1] on the antipenultimate accent, an [E] on the penultimate 

and an [A] on the last accent. 

3. Observations in natural Italian intonation 

The observat ions that are reported here are based on the inspection of 

( only) 10 natura! FO-curves of utterances spoken by a professional speaker. 

Therefore, what follows must be seen as a tentative description . 

3.1. intonation characteristics 

9.1.1. Declination 

The intonat ion of these utterances typically shows a slope of the (base

line) declination of about 1 ST /sec. This is significantly less than in Dutch 

(about 2-2.5 ST / sec). Also , declination resets can be observed at clause 

boundar ies and major syntactic boundaries (NP-VP, COMP-S, clause

clause, see e.g. sentences 1, 2 and 7 in appendix, respectively), if the 

preceding phrase or clause is sufficiently long. We have not enough ma

terials to make statements about the minimum length for allowing resets 

and about the size of these resets. The default reset is marked by a [B]: 

the last accent of the preceding phrase is realized by a [ 1], that is followed 

by a [0] and a [B] (the [B] starting at EOV). The size of [B] is smaller than 

that of [Ij , so that this [B] does not reach the baseline of the preceding 

phrase , hut determines the onset of a new baseline ( that is the baseline of 

the new phrase). T his is illustrated in figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Example of a typicaJ reset in Italian, in a stylized version of 

an original FO-contour. The size of the [B] is smaller than that of 

the [1], which results in a reset baseline. The dotted line showes the 

size of the reset. 

Another typical observation is the final lowering, that follows the end of 

the last pitch movement of the utterance. lt spans an interval of -2 ST, 

which seems time-independent (see e.g. sentence 4). 

3.1.2. Accent-lending movements 

As far as the accent-lending movements are concerned, a lot of correspon

dencies can be observed between Dutch and ltalian intonation. A default 

accent marker seems to be the pointed hat. The ltalian [1] starts later 

than the Dutch [1]: at the beginning of the vowel. The mean excursion 

size is about 6 ST, as in Dutch. 

Other 'Dutch' accent-lending phenomena that are observed in the ltalian 

materials, are the 'sawtooth' (that is a [l] followed by a gradual fall [D], see 

e.g. sentence 3), and, on major syntactic boundaries, [10B]-constructions, 

introducing declination resets (see above). 

Also , it seems that the last two accents of an utterance are mostly re

alized as a flat hat. Nevertheless, whereas the Dutch flat hat seems to 

be typical before any type of (intonation) phrase boundary, the flat hat 

in Italian seems to be restricted to phrase boundaries that also are ut-
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Figure 3: Example of an Italian flat hat. (It is not clear whether the 

slope of the IJ.a t top part (4 ST) is time-dependent or not.) 

terance boundaries (thus before a period, a question mark, a semi-colon, 

etc .) . The lta lian flat has a typical shape. It starts with an accent lending 

movement of about 8 (or sometimes even 10) ST which is more than the 

default Dutch rise of 6 ST (it is assumed that the size is influenced by 

the preceding consonant: if this C is [-cont], the [ 1] seerns to be higher 

then when the preceding C is [+cont]). It is followed by a level part that 

converges with the baseline ( mean interval of 4 ST, probably time inde

pendant! ) . The final fall has a mean size of 8 ST. Figure 3 gives a visual 

represen tation of an Italian flat hat . 

9.1.S. Non-final movements 

It is interesting to observe that the two most common Dutch non-final 

pitch movements, t he continuation rise [2] and the non-final fall [B], can 

also be observed in Italian. The [2], however , seems to have an excursion 

size of 8-10 ST, whereas the mean excursion size of a Dutch continuation 

rise is 6 ST (see e.g. at the beginning of sentence 8). Their distribution 

will be discussed in 3.2. 
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3.2. Intonation and contextual properties 

Some observations concern relations between chosen pitch movements and 

syntax. Although it only has the status of assumptions (since it is based 

only on 10 sentences), it is worth mentioning them, since these observa

tions show some striking similarities with findings about Dutch intonation 

(de Zitter, 1989). 

In the materials we analyzed, a continuation rise occurred, among oth

ers, at the left boundary of non-restrictive relative clauses and adverbia! 

clauses (see e.g. sentence 8 and 10). A non-final fall has been observed 

at NP-VP boundaries and right boundaries of left-dislocated constituents 

{in X-terms: between COMP and S). In both conditions the constituents 

preceding the boundary have to be fairly long (probably at least 4 sec

onds). Also, an accent-lending rise, followed by a non-final fall ([10B]) 
has been observed on (present and past) participles (see e.g. sentence 

6). The right boundaries of non-restrictive relative clauses and adverbia! 

clauses turned out to be marked with a non-final fall, whereas their left 

boundaries were preceded by a continuation rise. These non-restrictive 

relative clauses and adverbia! clauses have a lower baseline than the rest 

of the utterance (about .9 times the preceding baseline). Also, they have 

secondary accents of 4 instead of 6 ST. The last accent of this lowered flow 

of speech is realized as a [10B], hut this may be due to the fact that the 

last accent falls on the last syllable of this lowered part, which makes the 

realization of a pointed hat, followed by a continuation rise, physiologi

cally almost impossible. Figure 4 shows an example of an utterance with a 

non-restrictive relative clause. We assume that this peculiar construction 

can be generalized to other 'parenthetical constructions' as well, such as 

appositions, parentheticals, interjections (see also Quazza, to appear). 

If the last two accented words in a non utterance-final phrase-final posi

tion (thus at a prosodie boundary within the utterance) are of the type 

[Adj Noun] (see e.g. sentence 7), they are realized as a flat hat, hut with 

'normal' excursion sizes, instead of the steep rise and the strong conver

gence with the baseline, as is the case at utterance-final phrase boundaries. 
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Figure 4: Example of (a part of) an utterance which contains a non-

restrictive rela.tive clause, with lowered baseline and secondary ac

cents. The utterance is: 'L' uomo, che sedeva sulla spaggia quando 

il sole tramonto, sta va ancora guardando ... ' ('The man, who sat on 

the beach when the sun set, was still looking ... '). The non-restrictive 

clause is in thick lines. 
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Figure 5: Example of a sawtooth Followed by a fl.at hat in utterance-final 

position. The sawtooth is in thick Jines. 

Non-utterance-final flat hats have a rise and a fall of about 6 ST, whereas 

utterance-final ones have a rise of 8 (or 10) ST, a flat part that converges 

4 ST and a fall of 8 ST, followed by final lowering. 

If there is a strong syntactic cohesion between the last three accented 

words in an utterance (like A N A or N A A, see e.g. sentence 4), they 

seem to have a preference for a sawtooth (a [1] followed by a [Dj till the 

onset of the flat hat) on the antepenultimate accent and a flat hat on the 

last two accents ( this flat hat being the default for the last two accents in 

the utterance). This is illustrated in figure 5. 
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Participles seem to have a preference for a [10B] construction (with the 

non-final fall on the word boundary of the participle) instead of a pointed 

hat. Out if thcrc is no syllablc bctween the word boundary of the present 

participle and the following accent (like in 'guardando molto, ... ', sentence 

7) then the accent on the present participle is realized as a [1] followed by 

a gradual fall [D] (a sawtooth). 

3.3. Comparison with Dutch intonation 

After having explained briefly the main characteristics of the Dutch into

nation model and natural Italian intonation, we can summarize the main 

similarities and differences between Dutch and Italian intonation. 

Sequences of pitch movements that are observed in Dutch, like [l&A] 

(pointed hat), [L"A] (flat hat), [2] (continuation rise), [B] (non-final fall) 

and [lD] (sawtooth) can also be observed in Italian intonation. The po

sition where a flat hat occurs is rather similar to Dutch. But an Italian 

flat hat seems to be more restricted. Whereas Dutch flat hats may oc

cur before all phrase boundaries, Italian ones seem to be restricted to 

utterance-final position. Also, the size of pointed hats is similar to the 

size of Dutch pointed hats. 

The main differences concern the timing of the accent-lending movements 

and the declination rate. Italian accent lending rises ([11) start at the 

vowel onset ( or 10 ms. before, hut it may be assumed that this differ

ence is irrelevant), whereas Dutch [l]'s start about 70 ms. before vowel 

onset. This may be what makes Italian intonation so typically 'ltalian' 

for non-natives: it is this late start that gives a sweeping impression in 

the vowel. Accent-lending falls [A] in flat hats also start at vowel onset, 

whereas Dutch [A]'s in flat hats start about 20 ms. earlier. Generalizing 

about movement onsets, we can conclude that Italian movements tend to 

start later than Dutch ones. 

A second difference concerns the main slope of the declination. Dutch 

baselines tend to have a slope of about -2 to -2.5 ST /sec, whereas Ital

ian declination seems to be less steep: about -1 ST /sec . We do not have 

enough materials to investigate this (preliminary) phenomenon in a more 
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systematic way. 

The main similarities and differences between the Dutch model (as used 

in the RNK algorithm) and the preliminary model for Italian intonation 

are summarized in table I. 

PITCH MOVEMENT DUTCH ITALIAN 
mean declination rate from -2 to -2.5 st/sec -1 st/eec 

pointed hat ([ l&A]) onset rise vowel onset (VO) - 70 ms vo 
. . . 

6 ST 6 ST excurs1on s1ze nse 

d uration rise 120 ms 120 ms 

onset fall VO + 80 ms VO + 150 ms 

excursion size fall 6 ST 6 ST 

duration fall 120 ms 120 ms 

flat hat ([1...A]} onset rise VO - 70 ms vo 
excursion size rise 6 ST 8 (or 10) ST 

duration rise 120 ms 120 ms 

declination convergence n.1. -4 ST 

duration flat part till VO - 20 ms till VO 

onset fall VO - 20 ms vo 
excursion size fall 6 ST 8 ST 

duration fall 120 ms 120 ms 

final lowering n.1. -2 ST 

continuation rise ([21) onset bounda.ry - 120 ms boundary - 120 ms 

excursion size 6 ST 8 (or 10} ST 

non-6.nal fall ([BI) onset end of voice or boundary end of voice or bound. 

excurs1on s1ze 6 ST 6 ST 

secondary accent excurs1011 s1ze ? 4 ST 

rest ? see pointed hat 

Table 1: Simila.rities and differences between the Dutch intonation model (RNK) and 

the observations in natura] Italian intonation. Tl1e Italian values are tentative, since they 

a.re based on only 10 utterances. If there is no voiceless part on the boundary where a 

{B/ has to be applied, this non-linal movement starts at the boundary, which results in a 

fall at the first 120 ms of the Eollowing part of speecl1 . 'n.i.' means 'not implemented in 

RNK'. A '?' means that no information is available. 
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4. Adaptations of the Dutch model 

The RNK program has been modified in such a way as to approximate 

the ori&inal Italian intonation as much as possible. The result is a recipe 

to generate ltalian-sounding intonation by rule. 

As a starting point the RNK recipe is taken. Then adapta.tions are made 

concerning the slope of the baseline declination, the timing of the pointed 

hats and the flat hats, and the excursion sizes of the flat hats, based on the 

data in table 1. These initia! adaptations are then plotted over the origina.l 

contours, in order to look for more systematic differences. This results in 

findin&s about the relation with the syntactic structure of the utterances. 

On this basis a second set of adaptations can be made, concerning the use 

of non-final movements, sawtooth patterns, secondary accents and base

line lowering. The adaptations that are based on syntactic grounds use 

syntactic information that can be detected by a syntactic parser, like NP

VP boundaries and word class tagging (Quazza and Vivalda, 1987). 

Since there were not enough materials to investigate declination resets, 

these resets have been applied in a rather simple way. First, an end fre

quency of 70 Hz was taken. Then the final lowering (-2 ST, starting from 

the end of the fa.Il in the utterance-final flat hat) was calculated and fixed. 

Then resets were applied by multiplying by .9 the pitch of phrases that had 

NOT to be reset, from the right to the left. Thus, all preceding phrases 

were multiplied by .9, then the preceding phrase boundary (tha.t is the 

place where the declination has to be reset) is looked for, and the pitch of 

the preceding phrase(s) is multiplied by .9 again, etc. For instance, in a 

sentence of the syntactic type S = [COMP S[NP VP]] (e.g. S[COMP[Se 

la nave attracave senza fare rumore] S[ NP[i pochi turisti tedesci silenziosi] 

VP[cornparirebbero ... l]]', ('If the ship docked without making noise, the 

few silent German tourists would appear ... '), sentence 9), there are two 

resets. In the first cycle, the pitch of COMP and NP is lowered by a factor 

.9. Secondly, the boundary between COMP and NP results in a lowering 

of the (already lowered) pitch of the COMP by .9. Visual inspection re

veals that this rather rough rule gives a good approximation of the resets 
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that are observed in the natura! FO-curves. 

The differences between the original contours and the adapted Dutch con

tours that remained, could not be accounted for in a straightforward way. 

Some of the remaining differences concern high onsets with a first accent 

realized as a fall. Further research will be necessary to find out whether 

there is a rule underlying these high onsets. 

Before turning to the formal evaluation of this Italian intonation model, 

we have shown that it is possible to develop a 'basic' intonation model 

for Italian in a rather simple way. Starting from the existing model for 

Dutch, only adaptations have to be made concerning declination slope, 

excursion size, timing of movements and choice of specific movements. 

These adaptations are based on comparisons between the starting model 

and original FO-contours. The regular ities that have been observed are 

then implemented in the existing Dutch model. 
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5. Perceptual evaluation 

A forma! evaluation has been set up to get insight in the quality of the 

proposed intona.tion model. Quality judgments have been elicited for three 

different intona.tion contour versions in ten ltalian utterances. These three 

different intonation contours are: 

ORIG : the original pitch contour (as spoken by a professional ltalian news 

reader). 

MOD : the preliminary intonation model, as described in 4., based on the 

intonation model for Dutch. 

SP : the SpeechPlus intonation model. This is the intonation algorithm 

that is currently implemented in the Olivetti ltalian text-to-speech 

system. 

Thus, every sentence has three different pitch contour realizations. Each 

pitch contour realization is presented twice, thus resulting in 10 (sentences) 
x 3 (pitch con tours) x 2 (presentations) = 60 stimuli. The intonation ver
sions are superimposed on resynthesized natural speech. The 60 stimuli 
are randomized, and recorded on a tape (7.5 ips). 19 Italian natives (all 
of them research associates of the Language and Speech Laboratory of 

Olivetti, Torino, Italy) participated in the experiment. They had to give 
absolute qua.lity judgments for every stimulus, by rating on a. 1 to 10 point 

scale. The question was: 'what do you think about the qua.lity (the natu
ralness) of the intonation of the utterance? If you think the intonation is 

very bad, mark 1, if you think the intonation is very good, mark 10'. The 

experiment was preceded by four test stimuli, which were not taken into 
account in the analysis of the results. 

Visual inspection of the raw data did not reveal order effects, so that the 
results have been derandomized and submitted to an analysis of variance, 

using the statistica! software package Alice ( Grubin et al., 1976). The 

replication factor was the RE dimension (standing for the two presenta

tions of every stimulus throughout the experiment) . The other dimensions 

were: SU (subjects, 19), SE (sentences, 10), and IN (intonation versions, 
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3). The results of the analysis of variance are listed in tab Ie Il: 

dimension dfl df2 f p-value mean square 

SE 9 162 10.25 <0 .001 43.40 

IN 2 36 113.76 < 0.001 1672 .83 

SE x IN 18 324 13.37 <0.001 29.71 

RE 1 18 0.01 0.914 0.05 

SEX RE 9 162 0.71 0.692 0 .90 

IN X RE 2 36 2.19 0.125 4.10 

SEX IN X RE 18 324 1.33 0 .161 2.13 

Table Il: Results of the analysis of variance. Main effects are SE (sentences), 

IN (intonation versions) and RE (two representations of every intonation 

version for every sentence) . The interactions are SE x IN, SE x RE, IN x 

RE and SE x IN x RE. There were no nested dimensions . 

A first observation is that the subjects have rated their opinions in a con

sistent way. The means for the two representations of every intonation 

version are 6.33 and 6.34, respectively. Clearly, the interaction between 

the sentences and the intonation versions is significant, as well as the main 

effects of sentences and intonation versions . They will be discussed below. 

The IN-dimension is significant. For the three intonation versions, the 

mea.n scores (i.e. avera.ged over the 10 sentences) are represented in Tab Ie 

III. 

ORIG MOD SP 

8.53 6.14 4.35 

Table III: Mean scores (max=l0} for the three different intonation variants, 

averaged over the ten utterances. ORIG = original intonation , MOD = 

proposed intonation model, based on the Dutch one, SP = intonation ac

cording to the SpeechPlus model. 

Since these results are influenced by the SE-dimension, as shown in the 

results of the analysis of variance, this significant interaction is demon

strated in tab Ie IV. 
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ORIG MOD SP 

sentl 8.86 8 .13 3.55 

sent2 7.63 7.84 5 .18 

sent3 9 .05 6.52 6 .05 

sent4 8.57 5.21 5.10 

sent5 8.00 5.02 4. 10 

sent6 6.97 4.84 3.92 

sent7 8.71 4 .89 3 .8 1 

sent 8 9.10 6 .02 3.76 

sent9 9.10 6 .02 3.76 

sentlü 9 .31 7.02 4 .10 

Table IV: Absolute qua.lity judgments per intona.tion version per sentence. 

Oral feedback of the subjects revealed that the Dutch versions with many 

accents close to one another in the beginning of the sentence sounded bad. 

Visual inspection of these sentences, viz . 4, 5 and 9, indicates that the 

adapted Dutch model does not fit very well to the original ones . In these 

cases, the orginal versions have a particular way for marking the last ac

cent before the major boundary ( that is , here, the NP-VP boundary or the 

COMP-S boundary, being the deepest boundary): the last accent before 

the boundary is realized as an accent lending fall, st arting on the lower 

baseline and reaching a level under this baseline, followed by a continu

ation rise reaching the (virtual) topline (see appendix, sentence 4, 5 and 

9). The Dutch versions have the last accent before the major boundary 

marked with an accent lending rise, followed by a non-final fall on the 

boundary. This results in a very clear difference between the original and 

the Dutch con tours (see the plots in the appendix), and might result in a 

disapproval of the Dutch ones . 

The difference for sentence 3 might be explained by the lack of accent on 

'insostenibile' in the modified Dutch contour, whereas the original contour 

has a (small) accent on it. As far as the differences for sentence 7 are con

cerned, no evident explanation has been found yet. 

Summarizing the results of the perceptual evaluation of the preliminary 

Italian intonation m_?del, we can state that pitch contour differences tend 
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to correlate with significant quality judgment differences. When compar

ing the t hree different contours , we can see that the prososed model for 

Italian is judged as being better than the SpeechPlus intonation hut not 

as good as the original intonation. When replacing the SpeechPlus intona

t ion for t he ten entences y t he proposed ew set of intonation rules, the 

quality judgments increase from 4.35(/10) to 6.14. As far as the significant 

interaction between sentences and intonation is concerned, it seems that 

the proposed intonation model is judged bad when the major boundary 

in the utterance is preceded by at least three accents with the last accent 

being realised as a pointed hat followed by a continuation rise. Inspection 

of the original intonation can explain these low quality judgments. 
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6. Conclusion 

The main differences between ltalian and Dutch intonation appear to con

cern the slope of the declination and the timing of the pitch movements. 

Starting from the existing model for Dutch intonation it appears to be 

possible to adjust this model on the basis of these differences. In this 

way it is feasible to develop an elementary model for ltalian intonation. 

This model can be expressed in the same basic terms that are used for the 

Dutch model. The adaptations that have been made, can be translated 

in a computer program that automatically generates pitch contours that 

sound fairly acceptable, and that creates some variation in the shape of 

the contour based on syntactic information as may be retrieved by a syn

tactic parser. 

Since the findings reported here are only preliminary, it is obvious that fur

ther research and implementation are necessary. lmprovements are needed 

in the field of declination: a measure must be found for onsets and offsets. 

What is the minimum length of a phrase to allow a declination reset? Is 

there a relation between the slope of the declination and the length of the 

utterance? 

On the basis of the results of the perceptual evaluation, improvements 

can be made in constituents with at least three accents preceding a major 

boundary. A rule might be added that realizes the last accent before the 

major boundary as an accent lending fall, followed by a continuation rise, 

although it is not yet clear what the size of both the fall and the rise 

should be there. 

Another interesting field of further research would be to measure the in

fl uence of micro-intonation: can we improve naturalness by making peaks 

smaller or greater as a function of the intrinsic pitch of the accented vowel 

or the influence of the preceding consonant? Are there other factors in

fluencing the excursion size in a systematic way (see e.g. the differences 

between the original and the Dutch-adapted excursion sizes in sentence 4)? 

Further, one can look at other pitch movements, such as the sawtooth, the 

terrace contour (t.i. a downstepping contour in phrase-final position) or 
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the delayed accent-lending rise [3] (see e.g. the last accent before the reset 

in sentence 4). Also there must be looked at the high onsets, like in the 

last phrase of sentence 10. The results of all these further investigations 

can be implemented in the model that has been explained in this report. 
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Appendix: 
Plotted comparisons between the original and the FO-contours 

adapted from Dutch. 

In what follows , the ten utterances are given in Italian (inclusive of their 

syntactic bracketing), with their English word by word translation. In the 

Italian versions the accented syllables are preceded by a *. Then plots 

are given of the original con tours ( dotted lines) and the con tours adapted 

from Dutch (solid lines). 

Sentence 01 

"S(NP(I nostri am*ici) VP(VP(VP(hanno combin*ato) NP(un b*el past*iccio)) 

PP(in quella occasione)))." 

[our friends have made a fine mess in that occasion] 

> 
:::i 
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N 
:r: 200 

0 
ll.. ,. ---100 
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50 ----~~--~~---~~~---~~----~.....& 
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Sentence 02 

"S(PP(In quella occasi*one) S{NP{i nostri am*ici) VP(VP{hanno com

bin*ato) NP(un b*el past*iccio))))." 

[in that ccasion our friends have made a fine mess ] 

> 
::, 

500 

400 

300 

N 200 
:r: 

0 
IJ... 

100 J~-J-0"'\ 
........ 
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Sentence 03 

"S(NP(L'insostenibile situazi*one) VP{VP{richi*ede) NP(un dr*astico in

te v*ento) ))." 

[the unendurable situation requires a drastic intervention] 

> 
::, 

500 

400 

300 

N 200 :r: 

0 
IJ... 

100 --r··._ ~ 
, 

5.5 

50 ...... ~~~--~-~---~~~~--~--~~--....--.--+ 
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Sentence 04 

"S(NP(L'insosten *ibile situazi*one finanzi*aria) VP(VP(richi*ede) NP(un 

dr*astico interv*ento risolut*orio)))." 

[the unendurable situation financial requires a drastic intervention resolu

tory] 

> 
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Sentence 05 

"S(NP(La situazi*one finanzi*aria insosten*ibile) VP(VP(Aux(potrebbe) 

Adv(f*orse) V(imp*orre)) NP(un interv*ento risolut*orio dr*astico)))." 

[the situation financial unendurable could possibly impose an intervention 

resolutory drastic] 

> 
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Sentence 06 

"S(NP(NP(Quell'u *omo gi*ovane e bi*ondo) PP(sulla spi*aggia)) VP(VP(VP(stava 

anc*ora guard*ando) NP(la b*ella n *ave)) PP(con gr*ande attenzi*one)) )." 

[that man young and fair on the beach was still looking at the beautiful 

ship with e:reat attentionl 

500 ,........---~--~~~~~~---------------t 
400 

300 

N 20 0 
:r: 

0 
lL 

100 

50 
0.0 

Sentence 07 
2.0 4.0 6.0 8 . 0 10 . 0 

"S(NP(NP(L'u*omo) Re!Cl(che VP(VP(sed*eva) PP(sulla spi*aggia)))), 

VP(CircCl(quando S(NP(il s*ole) VP(tramont*o) )) VP(VP(VP(stava anc*ora 

guard*ando) Adv(m*olto attentam*ente)) NP(NP(la b*ella n*ave), Re!Cl(che 

VP(VP(int*anto attracc*ava) InfCl(s*enza fare rum*ore))))))." 

[the man who sat on the beach, when the sun set was still looking very 

attentively at the beautiful ship which meanwhile docked without making 

noise] 
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Sentence 08 

"S(NP(NP(L'u*omo) , Re!Cl(che VP(VP(VP(sed*eva) PP(sullaspi*aggia)) 

(CircCl(quando S(NP(il s*ole) VP(tramont*o)))))), VP(VP(VP(stava an

cora guard*ando) Adv(m*olto attentam*ente)) NP(NP(la b*ella n*ave), 

Re!Cl(che VP(VP(int*anto attracc*ava) InfCl(s*enza fare rum*ore)))))." 

[the man, who sat on the beach when the sun set, was still looking very 

attentively at the beautiful ship which meanwhile docked without making 

noise] 
500 
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N 
:r: 200 
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100 

"S(CircCl(Se S(NP(la n *ave) VP(VP(attracc*asse) CircCl(s*enza fare rum*ore)))) 

S(NP(i p*ochi tur*isti ted*eschi silenzi*osi) VP(VP(VP 

(comparir*ebbero) PP(in pa*ese)) PP(come fant*asmi))))." 

[if the ship docked without making noise the few tourists german silent 

would appear in the village like ghosts] 
> 
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Sentence 10 
"S(NP(I p*ochi tur*isti ted*eschi silenzi*osi), VP(CircCL(m*entre la n*ave 

rip*arte s*enza fare rum*ore), VP(VP(VP(comp*aiono) PP(in pa*ese)) 

PP(come fant *asmi))))." 

'·he ew o rbt ger a s· ent, while the ship eaved without making noise, 

appear in the village like ghosts] 
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